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Multiple frequency capacitive plasmas for PVD: Ferromagnetic film properties
correlated to external process parameters
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Capacitively coupled plasmas have been of great importance in material processing

applications over several years, whereas single frequency capacitively coupled

plasmas only play a minor role in PVD processes. This is mainly due to a rather low

deposition rate compared to magnetron coaters, which use an external magnetic field

to sustain a high plasma density close to the target. However, the magnetic

configuration of the chamber would be rather complex if the target consists of

ferromagnetic materials. Magnetic field lines can be trapped in the target itself lowering

the plasma density distinctly. To overcome such problems, we propose a multi

frequency driven capacitive discharge. Whereas high electron densities and therefore a

high ion flux can be achieved by using a very high frequency (VHF) excitation, a lower

frequency (HF) excitation gives a certain control over the ion bombarding energy at the

target. An additional substrate bias is used to control the bombarding energy of the

ions, that hit the growing metal layer on the substrate surface. This mainly influences

the morphology and crystalline structure.

In this contribution we discuss the result from different coating experiments using pure

iron (Fe) and nickel (Ni) targets. Mechanical properties such as thickness and

morphology of the layers are investigated via profilometer measurments and atomic

force microscopy (AFM). X-ray diffractometry (XRD) indicates the crystalline

composition of the deposited material. The magnetic orientation is studied using a

magnetic force microscope (MFM). Furthermore, vibrating sample magnetometer

(VSM) measurments are used to characterize the DC magnetic properties. The

experiments show, that capacitively coupled multi frequency discharges are a good

complement to other ferromagnetic sputter processes.
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